THE SIMPSON PROTOCOL TRAINING – Virginia- 2020
Advance Training for Hypnotists on Working Interactively in the Esdaile State and
Beyond with Tim Horn

The Simpson Protocol Training

SEMINAR at Hypnoconsult LLC
March 21st - 24th, 2020
&
July 18th - 21st, 2020

Objectives- This is a developing and extraordinary course that teaches students how to bring clients
into the deepest levels of Hypnosis (Esdaile and beyond) in order to access the Super-Conscious Mind.
This is done by allowing the Hypnotist to continue to communicate with the client at every level to
obtain the best results for them (this is the first time this type of communication has become available at
the Esdaile level). Normally, when a subject enters the Esdaile level, they find themselves so
comfortable and relaxed that they no longer wish to communicate with the hypnotist. This is the first
time we can teach how to communicate with clients – even at that deep level.
Students will learn how to bring their clients into the Esdaile level and verify that they have reached the
Esdaile level with specific tests and then validate it with the conscious mind. From there, you will learn
what questions to ask to elicit the most important answers to the client’s deepest problems and then learn
how to assist the client to resolve them from within using the Super-Conscious Mind.

Here are some specific benefits of this class:
●

Learn how to prepare clients to achieve deeper levels of hypnosis.

●

Learn how to condition clients quickly and easily using pre-conditioning techniques, so each

client can reach the Esdaile level more rapidly.
●

Learn how to take clients to the Esdaile level and test to ascertain they are there.

●

Learn how to communicate interactively with the Superconscious and subconscious minds in

the Esdaile State and beyond.

●

Learn to let the Client’s “SuperConcious Mind” lead the session to achieve profound

outcomes.
●

Demonstrate how to apply “Change Work” to clients.

The Second Half will be devoted primarily to practicing and refining the Protocol and to the advanced
questions to be used within the Protocol.
This two day seminar is intended to help Hypnotists learn how to attain and interact with the
subconscious and Superconscious minds while in the Esdaile level Hypnotic Coma) and beyond, and be
able to use The Simpson Protocol the very next day in their own practice.
You will be given a manual and improvements that have been made in the past two years.
Because the Protocol is based on ever changing work, you will be introduced to the opportunity of
expanding the technique to other aspects of hypnosis to maximize your effectiveness.
Ongoing training is available to achieve mastery of the techniques taught.
———
Fees. $1,095.00 for this 4 day training workshop – Please note that there is a
$50.00 non-refundable deposit required.
Early bird special (if you sign up for the class a month early) – $995.00

Fees are payable by cash, check or PayPal. Please contact for more information on
the program.
————
Location: The class will be held at 9255 Center Street Suite 401, Manassas, VA 20110
Dates:
March 21st - 24th, 2020 from 9AM to 5PM.
July 18th– 21st, 2020 from 9AM to 5PM.

For more information email Tim@Hypnconsult.com or call 703-969-5791 or go to
www.hypnoconsult.com for more information

